











































































































What is 1999 99 t 9 9
We have 999 99 9 9 909 9 101
How many minutes are there in fz of a day

1 day 24 hours

Iz day 2 hours

120 min

In my row in the theatre the seats are
numbered consecutively From TI to TSO I am

sitting in 117 and you are sitting in 1 39 How many
seats are there between us
There are 39 17 I 21 seats between us

The number 987654321 is multiplied by 9 How manytimes does the digit 8 occur in the result No calc
For any number n we have 9N Ion n so to
Find 987654321 9 we calculate

8 17161514131211 to

9871654321 10
98765432 I

8888888889
So the answer is 9
What is the difference between the smallest 4 digit
number and the largest 3 digit number
The smallest 4 digit number is 1000
The largest 3 digit number is 999
The difference is I














































































































The diagram shows a square divided into strips of equal
width Three strips are black and two are grey What
Fraction of the perimeter of the square is grey

Suppose the side length of the square is 52C

The length of perimeter which is grey is 42C
The total perimeter is 4 Sx 20k

So the Fraction which is grey is Y Is
what is 2014 4102
We have 2014 4102 2002 4102 112

2100 t 12

2088

How many prime numbers are there in the list

I 12,123 1234 12345 123456
is neither prime nor composite

12 is composite
123 has digit sun 6 so is composite multiple of 3

1234 is even and hence composite















































































































12345 is a multiple of 5
123456 is even and hence composite
so the answer is 0
Triangles XYZ and PQR are drawn on a square grid
What Fraction of the area of triangle XYZ is the
area of triangle PQR

Suppose each box in the grid has side length x

Then
POR z 2x 3h 3 2

XYZ Iz 3k Gx 9 2

So PIR
Xyz

An equilateral triangle is surrounded by three squares
as shown Find x

By angle sum at a

point the blue angle is f
et

360 60 2 90 y
60

1200
By angle sum of a

triangle














































































































2K t 120 180

x 30
The First two terms of a sequence are 1 and 2

Each of the Following terns in the sequence is the

sum of all the terms which come before it in the

sequence Which of these is not a term in the sequence

A 6 B 24 C 48 D 72 E 96

Start calculating terns
1,2 3,6 12,24 48,96

Each term after the third is double the previous
The answer is therefore 72

In this subtraction P Q R S T represent single digits
What is the value of Pto Rts t T

7 Q Z S T

22 2 22

Rewrite as addition
1 I
P3 R 96
22 2 22 t

7725T
From the units column T 6 2 8
From the tens column 9 2 11 so 5 1 and there is a

carry into the hundreds column
From the hundreds column I t R t 2 2 mod 10

R 9
















































































































and there is a carry into the thousands column
From the thousands column 11 31 2 Q Q 6
and there is no carry
From the 10000 column Pt 2 7 P 5
So PtQtRtStT 51 6 9 t l t 8 29

A rectangle is split into triangles by drawing in its
diagonals What is the ratio of the area of Triangle P
to the area of Triangle Q

Suppose the shorter side has length x and the longer
side has length y Then by symmetry the height of

K triangle P is 912 and the height of

triangle Q is 12

So
Y Area P t.aeI 4

Area Q z Iz y 4

Hence the ratio is I L

Which of these is equal to One million millimetres
A I metre B 10 metres C 100 metres
















































































































D I kilometre E 10 kilometres
106 millimetres 105 centimetres

103 metres

L kilometre
The diagram shows a rectangular envelope made by
Folding a single piece of paper What could the original
unfolded piece of paper look like

The top and bottom triangles must be congruent
There should be an angle less than 1800 not

covered by paper at the corners where the

triangles meet

So the answer is E

Only one of the Following statements is true
Which one

Al B is true B E is False C all are true

D all are false E A is false
Since C and D are mutually exclusive neither
can be true
If A is true then 13 is true but we can't have






























two true statements

If B is true then E is false so A is true
But we can't have two true statements
If E is true then A is False and B is false
and so E is true This works

So the answer is E
The diagram is a map of Jo's local rail network
Dots represent stations and lines are routes Jo wants to

visit all the stations What is the smallest number of
stations she must go to more than once

I It is impossible to visit the twoO O
0 stations circled in green without

p 0 passing through the indicated arrow

dot more than once Even if you start or Finish
there you have to go through that station to access

the rest of the rail line A similar argument applies
to the stations indicated in purple
So she must pass through at least 2 Stations twice
After visiting a circled station of one colour she must
retrace her steps to visit the other circled station of
that colour To minimise the number of stations visited
she should only double back after visiting the rightmost
stations since the path from the arrowed stations to

them are shorter



So the best path is as follows

start
Finish 7

The number of stations she visits more than once is 3
Which of these statements is true
A 15614 11 56 1 4 B 15615 1 56 1 5

C 15616 1 56 1 6 D 15617 1 56 1 7
E 15618 1 56 1 8

56 has units digit 5 so 1 56 has units digit 6
Find the units digit of all of the options

1 56 4 ends in 2
1 56 5 ends in 1
1 56 6 ends in 0

1 56 7 ends in 9

It 56 8 ends in 8

So the answer must be E
Jack and Jill played a game for 2 people In each

game the winner was awarded 2 points and the loser
point No games were drawn Jack won exactly 4

games and Jill had a Final score of 10 points
How many games did they play
Since Jack won 4 games exactly Jill scored 4 points
From losing those games So she scored 6 points From

winning games and therefore
won 3 Hence the total

number of games they played was 4 3 7



BOX P has p chocolates and box Q has q chocolates

P and q are both odd and p q What is the

smallest number of chocolates that would have to be
moved From box P to box Q so that box Q has

more chocolates than box P
Since ptg the total number of chocolates is even

it must be that after transferring any number of
chocolates between the boxes either both have an odd
number or both have an even number

So if Q has more chocolates than P after the
transfer the minimum difference between them is 2

Let k be the number of chocolates transferred
We have

p k t 2 qtk
2K p qt 2

k p qt2
2

Pablo's teacher has given him 27 identical white
cubes She asks him to paint some of the Faces

of these cubes grey and then stack the cubes so

that they appear as shown What is the largest
possible number of cubes which Pablo can leave

with no Faces painted grey
On the bottom layer there must
be St cubes with at least one



grey Face
On the middle layer there must be 2T cubes with

at least one grey Face
On the top layer there must be 5 t cubes with
at least one grey Face
So there must be at least 51 2 5 12 cubes
which are painted and therefore the answer is

27 12 15

In the division calculation 952473 18 which

two adjacent digits should be swapped in order to

increase the result by 100 NO CALC

952473
Wwwww

A B C DE

Swaps A B and E decrease the number so the

result of the division will also decrease

Swap D will increase the number by 743 473 270

so the result of the division will increase by
270 18 which is too small
Swap C will increase the number by

4273 2473 1800

So the result of the division will increase by
1800 18 100

Hence we should swap the 2 and 4

Sam wants to complete the diagram so that each



of the nine circles contains one of the digits
From 1 to 9 inclusive and each contains a

different digit Also the digits in each of the three

lines of four circles must have the same total

What is this total

0
G o
6 0 0120
Suppose the number at the top of

I to the pyramid is x and the total
of each line is L

Adding up all three lines we obtain
50 0 0102 it 9 t St 2 t x 3L

45 7 t x 3L
52 t x 3L

We know that xE9 and x 2,5
The LHS must be a multiple of 3 so the

only options are

52T x 54 52 t x 57 52 x 60
x 2 x x 5 x x 8

So x 8 and hence

3L Go L 20



The diagram shows a regular Octagon with sides of

length 1 The Octagon is divided into regions by 4

diagonals What is the difference between the area of
the hatched region and the area of the region shaded
grey

I
Let u be the length indicated in the
diagram

We have 2 2 1
j

x l 22

I x I
z

The shaded region is comprised of 3 congruent
triangles and two rectangles
Each triangle has area t t t 14

Each rectangle has area l tz fz
So the total area is 3 I t 2 fz Z t r2

The hatched region is comprised of 2 rectangles
and one square
As above each rectangle has area rt



The square has area 1 1 1
So the total area is It 2 f It 52

Hence the difference between the areas is

Itr Z tr 14

A die has the shape of a regular tetrahedron with
the Four faces having 42,3 and 4 pips The die is
placed with 4 pips face down in one corner of the

triangular grid shown so that the Face with 4 pips
precisely covers the triangle marked with 4 pips The
die is now moved by rotating about an edge without
slipping so that I pip is Face down It is moved again
so that 2 pips are face down The rolling continues

Until the die rests on the shaded triangle in the

opposite corner of the grid How many pips are now

Face down

If the die is rolled around a single vertex it covers

6 Small triangles making a hexagon shape It uses 3 of

the 4 Faces repeated twice it never lands on the

face opposite the Vertex If we roll it away From the

hexagon in any direction it will land on the 4th Face

In this method we can Fill in all the triangles in

the grid



3 I 3 I
4 2 4 2

424 2 423I 3 I 3

3 I 3 I
4 2 4

The three given tiles would be part of a hexagon using
the 4,1 2 sides so when we roll one space to the right
we land on the 3
Now using the next three tiles we have a hexagon
using 1 2,3 etc

So no matter which path we take we will always
land on a l


